WHAT'S IN MY CLOSET?

My most favorite colors are: ____________________________________________

My least favorite colors are: ____________________________________________

Predominant colors in my wardrobe are: __________________________________

My predominant colors are mainly: ______ cool ______ warm

These are the same colors that are best for my skin and hair color. ___ yes ___ no

Color schemes that are possible with these colors are:
__________________________________________  ______________________________________

Color schemes frequently used with these colors are:
__________________________________________  ______________________________________

Colors I should consider adding/deleting as I make new purchases for my wardrobe are:

__________________________________________

The lines mostly in my wardrobe are: _____ horizontal _____ vertical _____ diagonal

I tend to like lines that are: _____ wide _____ medium in width _____ thin

The lines that would be most flattering to me are: ________________________________

Most of the prints in my wardrobe are: _______large _______medium _______ small

My build is: _______large _______medium _______ small

Articles of clothing I could get rid of and not miss:
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________